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This is not a beginners book that teaches you how to fly a paraglider. This booked is aimed at the

newly qualified paraglider pilot or the intermediate pilot who has been flying paragliders for some

time but hasn't progressed as much as they would have liked to.If that describes you, and you have

a desire to fly higher or further, or simply to stay in the air longer then you may find this book

interesting.Paragliding Freedom gets to grips with the core knowledge and skills that are essential

for any new or intermediate pilot who wants to improve their flying performance. Key to this is a

collection of flying exercises and a simple terms explanation of 'speed to fly' theory.The book is

organised into the following sections:Part 1 - Paragliding EquipmentThe CanopyThe

HarnessParagliding InstrumentsParagliding ClothingParagliding SafetyPart 2 - Elementary Flying

SkillsPreparing for flightLaunchingIn the airLandingPart 3 - Improving Your Flying SkillsThe flying

exercisesUsing your imaginationFlying new sitesFlying weatherSpeed to flyDealing with

emergenciesRapid descent techniquesSIV coursesAll you need to do now is scroll up and click "buy

now" to start reading right away!
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I really enjoyed this book.Bought it prior to my training, and got a good taste of expressions,



descriptions and what to do.Re-read it after my initial training and it gave me so much more.I

recommend this book for beginners and paraglider pilots with few hours.The book is easy reading,

good illustrations, and with lots of knowledge for a beginner and intermediate paraglider pilot.I've

read it 3-4 times, and still keep learning from this book.There are so many paper printed books on

paragliding. Not so many on Kindle.This is new, fresh, up to date, and my recommendation if you

struggle to decide which paraglider book that should be among your first purchases.This should be

number 1 or 2 at your list.

this is a great book for either if you are just getting into paragliding or just completed your initial

course. the tips are really relevant and informative. I have found they have gone along with the

training i am getting .I'm really glad i purchased this book.

I got this book as preperation for my lessons in Paragliding this Spring. It very informative, but it

needs more illustrations, imo. I recomend it to people starting out in paragliding.

Great book but pretty short & not too much detail. Expensive e book for the amount of pages it

contains.

I just learned to fly and found this book really useful in covering the basics. It won't replace a good

instructor, but then, that's not the point :)

Short with lack of deta

3 stars says it- it was OK.

Love this book.
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